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How Simpa, Azuri and Angaza 

make solar affordable for all 
By Laurie Guevara-Stone 

Ten years ago, many 

Americans couldn't 

afford to buy a solar 

electric system for 

their home. Today, 

many consumers still 

can't stomach the 

steep sticker price, 

even if it offers the 

promise of low-cost, 

clean renewable 

energy in the long 

term. But thanks in 

large part to third-

party financing that 

frequently includes no-money-down options for residential PV systems, 

that's changing. 

In 2003 there were only 5,000 residential PV customers in the United 

States. Last year alone, there were roughly 83,000 residential PV 

installations. Since 2010, more than 1,100 megawatts of residential PV 

have been installed across the country. 

A similar solar revolution is happening in the developing world. While the 

scale of the challenge is vastly different, the nature is the same: 

overcoming the high upfront cost of solar to access its long-term promise 

of low-cost, low-carbon energy. 

Surmounting the upfront cost barrier 

The majority of growth in residential PV systems in the U.S. over the past 

several years has been in households with median incomes of $40,000 to 

$90,000. The upfront cost of installing an average 6 kW system would run 

$21,200 at the 2012 price of $5.30/W and including the federal tax credit. 

This is approximately 25 to 50 percent of PV customers' median income. 

Similarly, a 40-watt solar home system for a rural family in the developing 

world, which is typically enough to cover the majority of a family's needs, 

such as lighting, cell phone charging and radio or television, may cost 

around $350. For the 1.2 billion people earning less than $1 per day, that 

is nearly 50 percent of a family's income, assuming a two wage earner 

family. Needless to say, it's obvious why many homeowners, in both 

situations, do not have the capital to buy a system outright. 

Pre-pay-as-you-go solar 

Third-party financing models such as those offered by SolarCity and 

Sungevity allow homeowners in the U.S. to lease systems with no or very 

low money upfront. The homeowner is basically paying monthly for the 

energy they generate and consume, often at lower rates than they would 

be paying their utility company. The same thing can be said of the 

innovative financing programs taking off in off-grid areas of the developing 

world (1.5 billion people have no access to grid electricity). People pre-

pay for the energy their system generates and they consume, often 

paying less than they did previously for kerosene, batteries and candles. 

Many of these models in lesser-developed countries rely on cell phone 

technology. While only 75 percent of people in the developing world have 

access to electricity, 89 percent have mobile phones. Ironically, those cell 

phone users not connected to the grid need to charge their phones 

somehow, and solar energy is often the best option. 

In India, Simpa Networks has implemented a pricing model it calls 

Progressive Purchase, in which customers make a small initial down 

payment for a PV system and then pre-pay for the electricity it generates 

by purchasing energy credits using a mobile phone or a local agent. Once 

paid, the company remotely "unlocks" the customers' equipment until they 

use what they've paid for. Once the paid-for energy is consumed, the 

system locks until the customer purchases more energy. Each payment 

for energy also adds towards the final purchase price. Once fully paid, the 

system unlocks permanently and produces energy, free and clear. 

A similar program by Angaza Design, operating in Tanzania, Kenya and 

Zambia, is making transferring money to pay for solar energy simple as 

well. Less than 50 percent of people in the developing world have bank 

accounts. The lack of banking services makes transferring money from 

one remote location to another challenging. Thus the rise of mobile 

banking, allowing the transfer of money through mobile phones. Angaza's 

PAYG software platform takes advantage of mobile banking and allows 

people to make pre-payments for the combination solar-powered 

lanterns/cell phone chargers they provide using only a mobile phone with 

a voice plan, requiring no Internet access. The user makes a payment to 

Angaza Design using a mobile money platform. He or she then places the 

phone on the solar lantern and the devices exchange data encoded in 

audio tones. Thus the system is unlocked and their payment from one of 

many mobile money providers is received. 

Azuri Technologies' Indigo system uses an approach that might be even 

more familiar to rural customers. The user buys pay-as-you-go scratch 

cards, which people use around the world to add minutes to their mobile 

phones.  

Solar-powered hut image by Ianafloat via Shutterstock. 

<ReadMore> 
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TIPS 

Most people think that they alone cannot make 

a positive impact on problems pertaining to 

environment. Please believe, every individual 

can make a difference to the world. The world 

is engaged in fighting problems like global 

warming, depleting rain forests and ozone 

layer, acid rains etc. Many people think that 

these situations are beyond control but there 

are ways to contribute in fighting these. If you 

as an individual join in then one by one more 

and more people will join in and if each 

individual realizes that he can make a 

difference, ultimately significant difference can 

be seen. So don‘t wait for others to take 

initiative start contributing towards the cause by 

your actions immediately. Here are some tips 

for sustainability. 

1. People subscribe for magazines but 

sometimes those are not even read. If you 

have any such subscriptions cancel them.  

2. If you do read magazines share them with 

others. If you have some friends with 

common interests you may decide among 

yourselves and subscribe different 

magazines and exchange them. 

3. Once the magazines and newspapers 

have been read they are mostly thrown 

and they go in landfill. By donating them to 

libraries or recycling them you can save lot 

of trees, water, and power. 

4. Now a day cold drinks, beer and other 

health drinks are available in aluminum 

cans and you may find empty cans thrown 

everywhere. Do you know by recycling 

one can you can save energy to run 

television for 3 hours or you can save 

energy sufficient enough to make 20 such 

cans.  

5. According to greenlearning.ca, recycling 

one tonne of newspaper saves, 19 trees, 3 

cubic meters of landfill, 4000-kilowatt 

hours of energy, 29,000 liters of water and 

30 kg of air pollution. 

6. In India as well as in many developing and 

under developed countries there are 

millions of people who do not get enough 

food to eat or enough clothes to cover 

themselves. So do not waste food if some 

eatables are left give that to poor people. 

Donate, out fashioned and discarded 

clothes to people who need them. 

Australian heatwaves getting hotter and longer, 
says Climate Council 

By Oliver Milman, for theguardian.com 

  

Heatwaves in Australia are 

becoming more frequent, 

are increasing in intensity 

and are lasting longer, 

according to an interim 

report by the Climate 

Council. 

The report, which will be 

released in full in February, 

finds that climate change is 

having a key influence on 

a trend that has seen the 

number of hot days in 

Australia double and the 

duration and frequency of heatwaves increase in the period between 1971 and 2008. 

South-eastern Australia has baked in extreme temperatures this week, with Melbourne set 

for four consecutive days over 40C – a run not replicated since 1908. Adelaide is due to go 

one further and have five days over 40C, with Thursday‘s forecast of 46C threatening to 

break city‘s record temperature of 46.1C. 

The Climate Council, a privately run group of climate scientists and economists who 

previously formed the government-funded Climate Commission, defines a heatwave to be at 

least three consecutive days at a temperature in the top 10% for that time of year. 

Its interim report states there will still be record cold events but that these events are being 

eclipsed by record hot events by a ratio of three to one. Heatwave frequency in Australia will 

―increase significantly‖ in the future, the report warns. 

―As greenhouse gases continue to accumulate in the atmosphere from the burning of fossil 

fuels, more heat is trapped in the lower atmosphere,‖ the report states. ―This increases the 

likelihood that hot weather will occur and that heatwaves will become longer and more 

intense. 

―It is crucial that communities, emergency services, health and medical services and other 

authorities prepare for the increases that are already occurring in the severity and frequency 

of many types of extreme weather. 

―The south-east of Australia, including many of our largest population centres, stands out as 

being at increased risk from many extreme weather events – including heatwaves.‖ 

Dr Sarah Perkins, report co-author and research fellow at the UNSW, told Guardian 

Australia that the current heatwave was happening during a ―neutral‖ period of climatic 

variability. 

Before the 2009 Black Saturday fires, there was a decade-long drought, which produced 

some climatic variability reasons behind it,‖ she said. 

―This year, we aren‘t in an El Niño, we‘re in a neutral pattern, so we might expect some 

extreme weather but not this hot scorching weather. Last year was a neutral year too, on the 

back of a strong La Niña, and we still got extreme weather. 

―I‘m not discounting natural variability, but there is still the background signal of climate 

change. The high-pressure system probably would‘ve happened anyway, but climate 

change is exacerbating these events. 

―While we can‘t blame climate change for any one event, we can certainly see its fingerprint. 

This is another link in the chain.‖ 

<ReadMore> 
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A tennis fan cools off at the Australian Open tennis tournament 

in Melbourne. Photograph: MAST IRHAM/EPA 
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Boeing sees 'green diesel' in the 
future of air travel 
By Garrett Hering 

Boeing is seeking to help airlines fly the skies in a more 
environmentally friendly way. 

This week, the Chicago-based aviation giant reported that it is 

stepping up efforts to expand the use of sustainable aviation biofuel 

by seeking U.S. Federal Aviation Administration approval for its 

aircraft to fly on ―green diesel.‖ The proposed new source of aviation 

biofuel emits at least 

half the lifecycle 

carbon dioxide as 

traditional petroleum-

based jet fuel, 

according to Boeing. 

The announcement 

comes after Boeing 

researchers found that 

green diesel – a fuel 

derived from 

feedstock such as non-food plant oils, waste cooking oil and animal 

fats, and algae – is chemically similar to sustainable aviation 

biofuels that already are approved. 

James Kinder, a fellow at Boeing Commercial Airplanes Propulsion 

Systems Division, said approval of green diesel would be ―a major 

breakthrough in the availability of competitively priced, sustainable 

aviation fuel.‖ 

According to the aircraft manufacturer, there is already about 600 

million gallons of operating green diesel production capacity in the 

United States, Europe and Singapore. That‘s enough to cover up to 1 

percent of worldwide demand for commercial jet fuel. The wholesale 

cost, says Boeing, is competitive with petroleum jet fuel at about $3 a 

gallon. 

Boeing is working with the FAA, engine manufacturers, green diesel 

producers and others to prepare a detailed report on green diesel as 

part of the federal regulatory approval process. If approved, green 

diesel would likely be blended with traditional jet fuel. 

Boeing‘s internal goal is to receive FAA approval this year, company 

spokeswoman Jessica Kowal told GreenBiz. A previous regulatory 

process for aviation biofuels produced from hydro-processed esters 

and fatty acids (HEFA) required two years before being approved in 

2011. ―We don‘t think this will take as long,‖ said Kowal. 

Boeing‘s pursuit of FAA approval to fly on green diesel is the latest in 

a series of actions by aircraft manufacturers, airlines and engine 

makers to improve the sustainability of aircraft travel. The Sustainable 

Aviation Fuel Users Group – which includes Boeing, Airbus and 27 

airlines – has the stated goal of achieving carbon-neutral growth in 

the airline industry by 2020 by accelerating the development and 

commercialization of sustainable aviation biofuel. 
<ReadMore> 

Pakistan’s demand for shahtoosh 

shawls threatens rare Tibetan 
antelope 

By Rina Saeed Khan, for theguardian.com  

 
A flock of Tibetan antelope or chiru in north-west China’s Gansu 

province. Photograph: Hayrat/Corbis 

In the musty back room of the Kashmiri handicrafts store in 

Islamabad‘s main Jinnah market, the shopkeeper reaches behind the 

counter with the keys to open a concealed black suitcase. He 

retrieves half a dozen luxury shawls made from the fur of an 

endangered antelope, which are so fine they can be passed through a 

ring. 

The shahtoosh shawls – the Persian word means ―king of wools‖ – 

are delicate, incredibly soft and unstained. But the trade in these 

shawls, which appear to be new, is illegal. 

Shahtoosh shawls are made by highly skilled Kashmiri artisans from 

the fine under-fur of the chiru (the Tibetan antelope) and they are 

prized in Pakistan. Processing or wearing shahtoosh is a punishable 

offence in India, and in Pakistan – where they are smuggled into from 

Indian Kashmir – anyone selling them face prison sentences of up to 

two years and fine of up to Rs1m (£5,805). International trade in the 

Tibetan antelope is also banned under the Convention on 

International Trade in Endangered Species (Cites), to which Pakistan 

is a signatory. 

Despite these controls, possessing a shahtoosh shawl is still a status 

symbol among the rich elite. During the winter months the brown-

beige shawls are worn by men and women, and can be seen draped 

over many a sari and salwar kameez at lavish weddings and dinner 

parties at exclusive venues. ―Most of our clients are Pakistanis, not 

foreigners. They appreciate the true value of these shawls,‖ points out 

the shopkeeper, proudly displaying a rare creamy white shahtoosh, 

on sale for $4,000. 

The ubiquitous Kashmiri handicrafts stores in Islamabad are aware of 

the law, hence the shawls are not openly displayed but only brought 

out for ―serious buyers‖, which are often well-heeled mothers keen to 

buy these delicate shawls for the daughter‘s dowry. Shahtoosh 

shawls have traditionally been given as wedding gifts in India and 

Pakistan. ―I know about the law, but my daughter will only wear it in 

Pakistan and I really want her to have one; it is a collector‘s item. 

Sadly mine got stolen a few years ago,‖ explains banker Ayesha 

Khan, whose daughter will be getting married in October this year. 

<ReadMore> 
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Giving US energy efficiency 
a jolt 
Changing consumer behavior isn’t easy. Adopting tactics employed 

by other consumer-facing industries may help utilities convince 

residential customers to save more energy. 

By David Frankel & Humayun Tai 

Many US consumers simply aren‘t very energy efficient. While they are 

increasingly aware of the benefits of using less energy and the 

proliferation of products to help them do so, it‘s hard to get them to make 

even modest behavioral changes. And campaigns that utilities have 

undertaken to promote energy efficiency as part of their energy-saving 

mandates are becoming less and less effective.1 So what‘s the 

disconnect? 

In short, we believe utilities need to follow the lead of their consumer-

facing peers to improve their understanding of how consumers behave 

and adopt better ways of engaging them. Only then will utilities make 

inroads into convincing consumers to play their part in capturing the 

sizable energy savings that could be available. 

The energy-efficiency challenge 

Awareness of and interest in energy efficiency is already substantial, even 

though the United States lags behind most other wealthy countries when 

it comes to energy efficiency.2 Ratepayer-funded energy-efficiency 

programs in the United States expanded from $2.6 billion in 2006 to 

nearly $7 billion in 2011, and the number of states with energy-resource 

standards rose from 8 in 2006 to 24 in 2012. Our research3 shows that 

around 80 percent of consumers are aware of energy efficiency and its 

benefits, and of a broad array of energy-efficient appliances or home-

modification options. And energy efficiency is the most important stated 

characteristic after price when buying an appliance or considering a 

home-improvement project. 

At the same time, utilities have ramped up their energy-efficiency 

programs, while appliance vendors and providers of demand-

management systems are marketing new, more sophisticated offerings. 

We estimate that a range of initiatives that includes upgrading lighting, 

appliances, and electrical devices, as well as installing better insulation 

and other measures in existing and new houses, could reduce US 

residential-energy demand by 20 percent or more.4 

The stakes are significant: more than $1 trillion in value through 2020. Yet 

despite growing consumer awareness and increased spending by utilities 

to encourage energy efficiency, most residential-consumption habits 

remain largely the same. 

In fact, our latest research5 paints more clearly than ever a picture of 

untapped promise: even modest behavioral changes that would have little 

to no impact on the lifestyle of US residential consumers could lead to 

significant savings—as much as an additional 20 percent of residential-

power demand (exhibit). Yet not much is happening. Users typically 

perceive purchased appliances and devices to be more energy efficient 

than they actually are. They underuse rebates and incentives that would 

make purchasing more-efficient appliances more affordable. And even 

when they buy these appliances, they are failing to set the controls in 

ways that let them capture the full energy-saving potential. 

Exhibit 

Modest changes in energy-use behavior on the part of US residential 

customers could yield significant energy-efficiency savings. 

 

Converting awareness to action 

There is clearly a need to better understand and communicate with 

consumers. Some utilities and appliance vendors use demographic 

segmentation (for example, by age or zip code) to build an understanding 

of the customer base. But the information this generates remains fairly 

general and does not provide utilities with a clear basis on which to 

engage with consumers on energy-efficiency issues. By looking at 

residential-power users in the same way that other consumer-facing 

industries have long addressed their markets, industry players can build a 

more effective approach to fostering behavioral energy efficiency. 

Our research identified five consumer segments that show significantly 

different levels of concern about energy-saving behavior: 

 About 20 percent of the population is made up of green advocates, 

who care about energy-saving behavior as a goal in its own right. This 

is the only segment that is motivated by perceived environmental 

benefits from more-efficient use of energy. The segment‘s profile also 

includes an interest in using new technologies. 

 At the other extreme are disengaged energy wasters, a group (also 

about 20 percent of the population) that doesn‘t care about saving 

energy or saving money. They are neither interested in new 

technologies nor the environment. 

 The rest of the population is primarily motivated by saving money but 

still comprises three distinct segments. Cost savings entirely 

motivatetraditionalist cost-focused energy savers. Home-focused 

selective energy savers primarily seek home improvement, which may 

include a technological and cost-saving dimension; both of these can 

clearly link to more-efficient use of energy. Members of the third 

segment, nongreen selective energy savers, are happy to save energy 

as long as they don‘t have to think about it—they like ―set and forget‖ 

actions. 

Communicating in a way that includes an emotional appeal to the 

priorities of each of the five segments is critical to increasing the adoption 

of energy-efficiency programs. Yet even within these segments, specific 

initiatives require varying approaches. For example, while we found that 

the concept of ―smart plugs‖ that monitor and automatically reduce energy 

usage has the broadest appeal across all consumer segments, a 

message of eliminating wasteful energy drain resonates best with green 

advocates. Among cost-focused, home-focused, and selective-energy-

saver consumers, it‘s better to push the message that smart plugs deliver 

lower energy bills with no perceptible lifestyle impact. 

<ReadMore> 
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World Bank Offers Free Online 
Course on Climate Change 

SustainableBusiness.com News 

If you ever wanted to delve deep into the science and policy options 

on climate change, this is a good chance to do it. 

Beginning on January 27, The World Bank is offering a free, online 

course to the public and policy makers, "Turn Down the Heat: Why 

a 4°C Warmer World Must be Avoided." 

"We are at a ‗make it or break it‘ point in time," says The World Bank. 

The course, led by renowned scientists, will present the most recent 

scientific evidence, projections for the 21st century, and opportunities 

for urgent policy action, with an emphasis on developing countries. 

The four-week course takes place over a month and requires 3-5 

hours of work per week.  

Module 1: Observed Climate Changes and Impacts: Hundreds of 

Thousands of Years to Now. 

Module 2: Possible 21st Century Climates 

Module 3: Life in a 4°C Warmer World 

a) Impacts Across Key Human Support Systems. 

b) Risks of Large-Scale and Disruptive Changes in the Climate 

System 

Module 4: What Can We Do About It? The Choice Is in Your Hands 

Here are the details: 

Website: www.coursera.org/course/warmerworld 

<Source> 

Why green is good for you 
 By Jay Griffiths, for theguardian.com 

Depression. Its colour is grey. Of all the psyche‘s pains, it is the 

dullest, the most stagnant ache. It is stale with unhappiness, misery at 

its most lifeless. Often, it is compounded by the low-level nerve-

eroding hum of constant anxiety. 

A new study illustrates that people in urban areas who live near parks 

and green spaces suffer less depression. Taking socioeconomic 

status into account, the research showed that those who ―move to 

greener areas have significant and long-lasting improvements in 

mental health‖. 

 
What is it that happens to the human mind in the natural world that no research can 

ever quite grasp and pin down?’ Photograph: OJO Images/Rex Features 

Green is good for you. Ecotherapy, supported by Mind among others, 

is a form of treatment shown to be effective for mental health issues. 

In my last book, Kith: The Riddle of the Childscape, I explored some 

of the numerous studies which show the beneficial effects for the 

mental health of children of having access to green areas: from how 

playing on asphalt appeared to generate more conflict compared to 

playing in natural environments, to the value of pets, and the good 

effects of adventure therapy and forest schools. Very little green stuff 

is needed. Little but not nothing. 

There are studies which link proximity to green space with physical 

fitness but, although exercise is good for depressives, there is more 

going on when it comes to mental health and nature. Our minds are 

not lego sets built for a Bauhaus world. We are not machines; we are 

animals. Incontrovertibly so, and a cause for celebration. We happily 

use the term human nature to describe our humanity, and can do so 

without the fatuous dualism which always seeks to oppose nature to 

culture. The prevalence of mental health distress tells us one thing as 

a society: we must be kinder to our human nature and our animal 

bodies. 

If a dog is caged indoors and not allowed to play outside, its owners 

may be prosecuted for not allowing the dog to ―express normal 

behaviour‖ according to the law. We humans, wanting outdoor 

greenery, are expressing normal behaviour and should have rights 

equal to dogs. 

What is it that happens to the human mind in the natural world that no 

research can ever quite grasp and pin down? The studies, taken 

collectively, demonstrate the fact that the green stuff is good for the 

psyche, but they can seldom say exactly why this is the case. And in 

that margin, many of us who know both depression and a love for 

nature may feel our way, tendril by tendril, like ivy asking questions of 

the gaps between the railings and the branch. 

In depression, the psyche turns inwards, feeding on itself, for the ill 

mind demands attention as much as the ill body does. In green 

spaces, though, the mind is repeatedly invited to turn its gaze 

outward, to notice, see and hear.  

<ReadMore> 
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What's Our Biggest Export 
to China? Scrap! 
SustainableBusiness.com News 

Yes, you're probably as surprised as I am to learn that US throw-

aways have been our biggest export to China for several years (by 

value), bested only in 2012 by record soybean sales. 

That year, we sent over 46 million metric tons of scrap metal, paper, 

rubber and plastic to China. 

Historically, these materials stayed in the US to be recycled, landfilled 

or burned, but because of China's much lower labor costs and lax 

environmental regulations, that's no longer the case. 

In the book, Junkyard Planet, Adam Minter writes about the 

globalization of the scrap market. The industry "turns over aas much 

as $500 billion annually" and "employs more people than any other 

industry except agriculture." Wow.  

Here's an excerpt from Elizabeth Royte's 

review of the book, which appears 

in OnEarth, a magazine produced by the 

Natural Resources Defense Council. We 

offer it to you not because of the book, but 

to give you some insight into how this 

massive industry works. 

--- 

In China's Hebei Province, for example, 

formerly bucolic farmland is now filled with 

20,000 mom and pop shops that wash, 

sort and melt plastics from car bumpers, 

baskets and crates. The money they make pays to send children to 

school, to pave roads and construct buildings. 

But the area is choked with traffic, polymer fumes and grime, and its 

young workers succumb to pulmonary fibrosis and paralyzing 

strokes.  

But Minter points to the importance of recycling: in 2012, it kept 135 

million metric tons of materials out of landfills and it prevents the 

mining or extraction of natural resources (oil and gas in the case of 

plastics). To get one ton of virgin copper requires processing 100 tons 

of ore, an energy-intensive process that rips up vast landscapes, 

contaminates waterways, and leaves sulfuric acid in its wake. 

As Minter says, why would anyone mine this metal when "there's an 

endless supply of perfectly recyclable and reusable copper - worth 

billions - in the junkyards and recycling bins of America?" 

As he traipses through trash heaps in India, the Middle East, Africa, 

Brazil, Taiwan and beyond, he describes piles in scrapyards, 

warehouses and in front of shacks. He's as awestruck watching a 

million-dollar machine in Indiana pulverize cars into streams of 

metals, plastics and glass, as observing  thousands of low-wage 

workers in Asia unwind copper wires from  electric motors and hack 

aluminum from discarded water meters. 

That's not to say we don't have a recycling industry in the US, 

because we do, but clearly it could be much bigger and handle more 

of our materials. 

<ReadMore> 

Sustainability at a Sri Lankan 
hotel 
By Martin Wright, for theguardian.com 

 
Koggala Beach south of Galle, Sri Lanka, 2010. Photograph: Yadid 

Levy / Alamy/Alamy 

If you were going to pick a name for one of the most ecologically 

progressive hotel chains in the southern hemisphere, you‘d hardly 

plump for ‗Jetwing‘. 

It might smack of a tacky 1960s love affair with the glamour of air 

travel but this family-owned Sri Lankan business is quietly 

transforming itself into something of a green pioneer. 

Not that you‘d notice. Most of Jetwing‘s hotels hardly ooze greenery. 

There‘s none of the wood-and-thatch, earthy adobe ambience of your 

typical eco-retreat. Some of the chain‘s latest hotels, are exercises in 

defiant modernism. The new Jetwing resort in the Yala National Park 

looks more like a bold new art complex in Berlin that has been 

parachuted onto the Indian Ocean shoreline than a sensitive 

development on a world heritage site. 

The green stuff – solar panels, biomass boilers, bottling plants which 

avoid the use of plastic bottles – are tucked away out of sight. It‘s all 

rather coy. But that could be about to change. 

I met up with the chairman, Hiran Cooray, at a Jetwing hotel on the 

outskirts of Colombo, where he‘d just treated himself to a week‘s 

ayurvedic retreat in an effort to offset the health effects of a corporate 

lifestyle. This is boomtime in Sri Lanka: the end of the Tamil Tiger 

insurgency has brought about a heady rush of optimism, with heavy 

spending on infrastructure, and areas once off limits opening up. 

Tourists are returning in droves, undeterred by controversy over the 

government‘s human rights record. Any tour operator in the country 

has to run to stand still. So sustainability has to prove it can pay its 

way, or it will get trampled in the rush. 

Today, Jetwing‘s eco-initiatives are starting to look like sound 

economic sense, with savings on everything from diesel to electricity 

bills. But the business logic wasn‘t much in evidence back in 1991, 

when a stirring talk by Greenpeace activist David Suzuki convinced 

the young Hiran to act. ―We started with the sewage. At that time, all 

the hotels sent it straight into the sea. That was normal practice.‖ He 

persuaded his father, Jetwing founder Herbert Cooray, to set up a 

treatment plant, but had a harder time with the executive team. ―They 

were saying, ‗Why should we spend good money on recycling shit?‘ 

And to be honest, it was a gamble.‖ 

<ReadMore> 
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BP study predicts greenhouse 

emissions will rise by almost a 

third in 20 years 
By Fiona Harvey and Terry Macalister, for The Guardian 

 

 

Rig in BP oil-field near Prudhoe Bay, Alaska. Research by the energy firm looks at 

the likelihood of curtailing climate change. Photograph: Worldfoto/Alamy 

Global greenhouse gas emissions are set to rise by nearly a third in 

the next two decades, putting hopes of curtailing dangerous climate 

change beyond reach, a new report by BP has found. 

The drastic rise in emissions, despite international efforts to cut 

carbon, will come despite the predicted enormous growth in the use 

of shale gas, according to the oil and gas giant. 

Shale gas – previously inaccessible because the exploitation of these 

resources requires technology only recently perfected – will account 

for a rising proportion of the growth in energy in the years to 2035, but 

its use will not cause a decline in greenhouse gases. 

The finding deals a blow to proponents of shale gas, who have 

argued that its use will cut emissions. Burning gas produces much 

less CO2 than burning coal, but the effect of a huge rise in shale gas 

exploration will not ameliorate the increases in emissions that 

scientists say will take the world to dangerous climate change. 

Proponents of the fuel have argued that shale gas can counteract 

dependence on coal. But while shale gas use has increased 

dramatically, particularly in the US, where it brought down gas prices 

from $12 (£7) to below $3 (£1.80) at one stage, global emissions 

have continued to rise as the coal that would otherwise have been 

used has been exported elsewhere. 

Christof Ruehl, BP chief economist, said that fuel switching had little 

impact on overall emissions. Coal use globally had risen to record 

levels, even as shale gas had risen. 

In the UK, shale gas has received a boost from David Cameron, who 

vowed to go all out for shale by offering taxpayer-funded giveaways to 

companies. But the news that such a move will not cut overall 

emissions takes away a key plank in the arguments put forward by 

shale companies. 

BP in its global energy outlook said gas would take a 27% share of 

global energy consumption by 2035, with a similar share for coal, oil, 

and an amalgamated low-carbon sector including nuclear, hydro, 

wind and sun. 

BP predicts that global emissions will rise 29% by 2035. The 

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change says that emissions 

must peak by 2020 to give the world a chance to avoid a further two 

degrees of warming, beyond which the effects of climate change 

become catastrophic and irreversible. 

<ReadMore> 

Wind Energy Rescues Much of US 
During Polar Vortex 
SustainableBusiness.com News 

Wind energy played an important role in keeping the lights on and 

homes warm during Polar Vortex week.  

In some cases, it made all the difference - without wind energy being 

available, the power would have gone out as frigid temperatures 

severely strained the grid.  

The American Wind Energy Association (AWEA) reports: 

 As natural gas prices surged because of demand in Nebraska, 

the utility turned to 300 megawatts of wind to provide 13% of 

demand and keep prices down. It shut down natural gas flow 

because prices were up more than 300%. 

 In Texas, utilities struggled with numerous outages at 

conventional power plants, but wind farms filled in with 2 

gigawatts (GW) of energy. 

 In the Mid-Atlantic and Great Lakes states the grid operator 

(which serves 60 million people) 

was able to turn to 3 GW of wind 

output when numerous fossil fuel 

plants and two nuclear plants 

unexpectedly failed. A whopping 

20% of capacity was down because 

of problems with natural gas supply 

and weather-related mechanical 

failures, according to Reuters.  

 High natural gas prices 

across New England were also 

reduced by high output from the region's wind farms. 

This serves as a powerful reminder that wind energy plays a critical 

role in diversifying our energy mix, improving energy reliability and 

reducing energy costs for homes and businesses," says Michael 

Goggin, Senior Electric Industry Analyst of AWEA. 

"Diversity inherently makes the power system more reliable by 

protecting against the unexpected failures that afflict all energy 

sources from time to time. While wind energy output does change 

with the wind speed, such changes occur far more slowly than the 

unexpected outages that frequently occur at large conventional power 

plants. Moreover, changes in wind energy output are predictable 

using weather forecasting, while conventional power plant failures are 

not, making them far more difficult and costly for grid operators to 

accommodate." 

<ReadMore> 
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'Upcycling' business: honouring 
nature while meeting society's needs 
A new fellowship seeks to bring young designers and engineers 

together to reinvent the economy with a sustainable philosophy 

By William McDonough, Guardian Professional 

 

At launch of The Schmidt-MacArthur Fellowship, Eric Schmidt, former 

CEO of Google, noted education and innovation have always been 

solution to world's problems. Photograph: Scott Olson/Getty Images 

In a watershed event in the emergence of the circular economy, 

hundreds of business leaders, educators and entrepreneurs joined to 

celebrate the launch of The Schmidt-MacArthur Fellowship. 

The fellowship is an international postgraduate programme on the 

circular economy, pairing students and academics from leading 

universities in Europe, India and the US for year-long research and 

design projects. Its co-founder, Wendy Schmidt, said it was 

established "to promote a revolution in education and equip the next 

generation of designers, engineers and inventors with the skills and 

innovative instincts they need to create a regenerative global 

economy". 

Along with Walter Stahel, The Performance Economy; Janine 

Benyus, Biomimcry 3.8; and Fellowship co-founder Ellen 

MacArthur, The Circular Economy 100, I was there with Michael 

Braungart, representing our concept, Cradle to Cradle. 

In the inaugural address, Eric Schmidt, executive chairman and 

former CEO of Google, noted that education and innovation have 

always been the solution to the world's problems. He imagined a 

generation of young designers and engineers, led by the fellows, 

figuring out "subtle strategies" to create a productive, regenerative 

economy, unleashing a wave of "business opportunities, investment, 

creativity and dynamism" comparable in scale to the tech revolution in 

Silicon Valley. 

We need that kind of creativity and dynamism, now more than ever, to 

generate ecologically intelligent economic growth that meets the 

needs of all the world's citizens while honouring the laws of nature. 

The fellows' "subtle strategies" will produce good growth – long-term, 

meaningful, regenerative growth – because their strategies will be 

built on principled innovation. 

The academics mentoring the fellows, along with other thought 

leaders working on the circular economy, are building the frameworks 

for principled innovation. They are values-based frameworks, 

purpose-oriented and attentive to social and ecological concerns, and 

they yield profitable, restorative products and services because they 

are modeled on the structures and cycles of living systems. Like 

Cradle to Cradle, they have nature's principles in their DNA. 

<ReadMore> 

Sonoma County: First 100% 
Sustainable Wine Region in the 
World 
SustainableBusiness.com News 

California's Sonoma County has long been known for wineries that 
lead on sustainability, and now they are joining to create the 
first 100% sustainable wine region in the world. 

Shooting for 100% is a big goal but Sonoma County Winegrowers - 
which represents 1800 businesses - say they'll get there in five years 
- by 2019.  

―Our county‘s grape growers and winemakers have long been at the 
forefront of creating and utilizing sustainable practices in the vineyard, 
in the winery and in running their businesses, so this is the next 
natural step in their continued evolution,‖ says Karissa Kruse, 
president of Sonoma County Winegrowers. ― 

They hope to accomplish it through these phases:  

1. Convey best practice management by directly helping vineyards 

access where they are now on land use, canopy management, 

energy efficiency, water quality, carbon emissions, healthcare and 

employee training. They plan to assess 15,000 acres a year until they 

cover every last 59, 218 acres - 6% of the county's acreage. 

2. Work directly with vineyard owners to achieve certification from 
a third-party, such as the California Sustainable Winegrowing Alliance 
Code of Sustainability. Wineries will receive regular progress updates, 
an annual Report Card and will be able to track their progress in real-
time at the Winegrowers website.  

"I commend the growers 

and wineries of Sonoma 

County for pursuing this 

bold initiative. It speaks 

volumes about their love of 

the land and their 

commitment to 

environmental 

stewardship, their 

community and their 

consumers,‖ says Karen 

Ross, Secretary 

of California's Department 

of Food and Agriculture.‖  

Comprised mostly of multi-
generational family 

businesses, most of the county's wineries are on under 100 acres. 
Within Sonoma county there are 17 distinct climate zones which give 
the various wines their distinctive tastes.  

All this, of course, is threatened by climate change as is evidenced 

now by the state's searing drought. Going forward, the highest 

sustainability standards will really be necessary to protect their fragile 

crops. 

<Source> 
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Unchecked global warming ‘will 

double extreme El Niño weather 
events’ 
By Damian Carrington, for The Guardian 

 

A child shields himself from torrential rains in flooding north of Lima, 17 March, 

1998. The most recent extreme El Niño events were in 1982-83 and 1997-98. 

Photograph: Jaime Razuri/AFP/Getty Images 

The world‘s most devastating global weather phenomenon – the weather 

events associated with ―El Niño‖ – will double in frequency to once a 

decade if global warming remains unchecked, according to what scientists 

believe is a major step forward in the understanding of such events. 

The last extreme El Niño, in 1997-98, resulted in the hottest year on 

record, and the accompanying floods, cyclones, droughts and wildfires 

killed an estimated 23,000 people and caused £21bn-£28bn in damage, 

particularly to food production. But until now scientists have been unable 

to agree how climate change will affect the frequency of extreme El Niños. 

A study, published in the journal Nature Climate Change, concludes that 

in stark contrast to earlier work, the current rate of carbon emissions 

would mean twice as many extreme El Niños over the next 100 years, 

with profound socioeconomic consequences. 

―This is a highly unexpected consequence of global warming,‖ said 

Professor Mat Collins of the University of Exeter, part of the research 

team. ―Previously we had thought that El Niño would be unaffected by 

climate change. Tropical rainfall conditions such as those experienced in 

extreme El Niños have a dramatic influence on the world […] the impact 

therefore on mankind is substantial.‖ 

Another team member, Professor Eric Guilyardi of the University of 

Reading, said: ―This research is the first comprehensive examination of 

the issue to produce robust and convincing results about extreme El 

Niños.‖ 

El Niños begin with an unusual warming of the sea surface at the tropics 

of the eastern Pacific and spread to affect many parts of the world. 

Previous attempts to ascertain the effect of climate change were 

inconclusive, as different computer climate models produced conflicting 

results. 

By focusing on those models known to best represent the changes in 

temperature, currents and clouds that occur in the real world, the 

researchers were able to produce a clear result for the first time. The work 

showed that climate change is most likely to warm the tropical Pacific 

waters that drive El Niño more rapidly than surrounding regions, meaning 

that extreme events would become twice as common. 

Professor Myles Allen, a climate modelling expert at the University of 

Oxford who is not involved in the work, said: ―It is a very reasonable paper 

and a very sensible approach. In the past people said models disagreed 

on changes to El Niño, but a lot of models simulated El Niño very badly.‖ 

But he added: ―I doubt it is the last word on the subject. It would be good 

to repeat this study with the computer models used for seasonal weather 

forecasting, which have higher spatial resolution than climate change 

models.‖ 

 

<ReadMore> 

The Greenest Superbowl Ever, 
Says NFL 
SustainableBusiness.com News 

These days, US sport teams and stadiums are competing on who is the 

greenest, with energy efficiency, renewable energy, recycling and 

composting becoming common in the professional sports world.  

Once again, the National Football League (NFL) says it will serve up the 

greenest Super Bowl ever at MetLife Stadium in Rutherford, New Jersey.  

Although it only got a score of "2" (out of 4) from the Green Restaurant 

Association, MetLife is the first stadium in the world to meet 

its rigorous standards. 

With over 200 restaurants 

on-site serving up to 

100,000 people in a day, it's 

also the largest food service 

operation to receive this 

certification.   

Notably, all the waste oil 

generated from food 

production will be converted 

into biodiesel fuel and all food scraps will be composted. Leftover food will 

be donated and materials such as plastic, glass, aluminum and paper will 

be recycled. No styrofoam containers will be used at the game. Energy 

Star equipment will be used to make all the food.  

"From the very beginning, our Owners committed to build and operate one 

of the most environmentally responsible stadiums in the National Football 

League,‖ says Brad Mayne, MetLife Stadium President and CEO.  ―We 

thank our partners at Delaware North for their efforts in helping MetLife 

Stadium become the first Certified Green Restaurant® stadium in the 

world.‖  

Met-Life Stadium incorporates some solar, recycled materials in 

construction and in its seats, in addition to a heavy emphasis on recycling 

and composting during events.  Other innovative stadiums include: net-

zero energy for the San Francisco 49ers and Philadelphia Eagles; 

the Giants' edible garden; Washington Redskins; Seattle Seahawks; and 

a LEED-Platinum stadium in Texas. 

Of the 126 professional sports teams in the five major North American 

leagues, 38 have shifted at least partially to renewable energy and have 

energy efficiency programs, reports the Natural Resources Defense 

Council (NRDC) and the Green Sports Alliance. They are also taking the 

opportunity to educate millions of people about these practices - 61% of 

Americans identify themselves as sports fans, compared to just 13% who 

follow science. 

Take a look at how the stadium rates on the Green Restaurant 

Association's criteria:   

Website: http://dinegreen.com/customers/featured.asp?ID=REST11967 

<ReadMore> 
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Speed limit on 34-mile stretch of M1 

to be limited to 60mph to cut air 
pollution 

By Gwyn Topham, for The Guardian 

  

The speed limit is set to be reduced from 70mph to 60 mph on a 34-mile 

stretch of the M1. Photograph: Rui Vieira/PA 

Motorway drivers are set to be limited to a speed of just 60mph for a 

34-mile stretch of the M1 in a bid to meet European standards on air 

pollution. 

The Highways Agency is proposing introducing the new lower 

maximum as part of an upgrade to the UK‘s major north-south 

motorway in Yorkshire and the Midlands. 

The new curb on speed comes less than two years after coalition 

proposals to increase the motorway speed limit to 80mph, which were 

quietly dropped in the face of safety concerns. The 60mph limit would 

be enforced between 7am and 7pm seven days a week as part of the 

new managed or ―smart‖ motorway scheme, where extra capacity is 

added by converting the hard shoulder into a fourth lane and variable 

speed limits are imposed to help traffic flow. 

The Highways Agency‘s proposals are being put out for consultation 

until March. The agency said its environmental assessments showed 

local air quality would be further damaged if the motorway continued 

to operate at the current national speed limit of 70mph. More stringent 

EU regulations on air quality came into force last year. 

The Campaign for Better Transport welcomed the proposed speed 

reduction. Spokeswoman Sian Berry said: ―We are pleased to see the 

Highways Agency is taking public health seriously. 

―A 60mph limit will help smooth traffic flow and improve safety. 

However, as long as the proposal still includes plans to widen the 

road by opening the hard shoulder to traffic, this is just an exercise in 

damage limitation and will simply prevent air quality worsening, rather 

than providing any actual improvement.‖ 

The RAC said it was a ―landmark proposal‖ but warned that it would 

negate the benefits of the M1 upgrade for motorists – and said it 

feared it could just be the start. Technical director David Bizley said: 

―This is a landmark proposal as to the best of our knowledge 

motorway speed limits have not previously been lowered in order to 

comply with environmental legislation. 

―If this becomes reality for the 34-mile stretch of the M1, which seems 

highly likely, it would certainly negate some of the current benefits of 

operating this section as a ‗smart‘ motorway where motorists are 

allowed to use the hard shoulder to reduce congestion. 

―More worryingly, it could pave the way for similar restrictions on other 

sections of motorway. 

―While preserving air quality is obviously a paramount concern there 

will inevitably be a negative impact on business efficiency and 

individual mobility. 

―This powerfully demonstrates the impact speed has on emissions 

and many will be surprised to hear that a reduction of just 10mph can 

have such a significant effect on improving air quality.‖ 

He said the government should consider reintroducing incentives to 

scrap older high polluting vehicles to avoid further such speed 

restrictions. 

Roads minister Robert Goodwill said no final decision had yet been 

taken. He added: ―Any speed restrictions to improve air quality would 

be temporary, only ever considered as part of road improvement work 

and would not be appropriate for the vast majority of projects started 

in this parliament.‖. 

<Source> 

Latin America Gets Its First 
Concentrating Solar Plant 
SustainableBusiness.com News 

Construction on Latin America's first concentrating solar plant starts 

this year, and Abengoa won the $1 billion contract.  

The 110 megawatt solar tower project with molten salt energy storage 

will be built in Chile on the world's driest desert.Atacama Desert 

has the highest solar radiation concentration in the world.  

While Abengoa's parabolic concentrating plant in Arizona is more 

than twice the size, Solana can only store energy for six hours. Chili's 

plant will be able to produce energy without sunshine for a very 

impressive 17.5 hours.  

"This makes the technology highly manageable, enabling it to supply 

electricity in a stable way, 24 hours a day, responding to all periods of 

electricity demand," says Abengoa. 

The world's largest solar tower plant, Ivanpah, is 377 megawatts and 

is also in Arizona: 

Construction and operation of 

the project is expected to 

catalyze regional socio-

economic development, 

creating a large number of 

direct and indirect jobs.  

 

The Chilean Government 

and European Union are 

supporting the project through 

subsidies in addition to financing from the Inter-American 

Development Bank, KFW Kreditanstalt fur Wiederaufbau, the Clean 

Technology Fund and Canadian Fund. 

Chile's goal is to get 20% of its electricity from renewable energy by 

2025. 

<ReadMore> 
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Philips Introduces 'Lighting as a 

Service' 

SustainableBusiness.com News 

Washington, DC is following in the footsteps of a bunch of cities that have 

– or are in the process of – switching their lighting to LEDs. But unlike the 

other cities, Washington isn‘t paying the high costs of making the 

switch  – it is taking advantage of Philips Lighting's (which manufactures 

the LEDs) first foray into offering a ―lighting as a service‖ model. 

While the model is commonly used to finance building retrofits, it hasn‘t 

been used for lighting. Philips will pay the upfront costs of installation and 

be compensated through a performance contract – the energy savings the 

retrofit produces. 

In Washington, DC, Philips will upgrade over 13,000 lighting fixtures in all 

its parking garages at no upfront cost to the city and provide a 10-year 

maintenance contract. Philips will get paid from the $2 million in savings 

the LEDs are expected to provide each year. The project starts this spring 

and will take about a year. 

The bulbs will automatically adjust based on the amount of natural light 

that‘s available and software will alert Philips when repairs are needed.  

―With digital lighting systems, we really need to break with conventional 

thinking and look to the services and delivery models of the software 

industry to understand the future of lighting and how we can remove one 

of the greatest barriers to adoption: the upfront costs,‖ says Bruno 

Biasiotta, CEO of Philips Lighting Americas.  

A survey of 300 mayors released this week shows that switching to LEDs 

is a high priority (82%), second only to public building retrofits (86%). 

LEDs and other energy-efficient lighting are the "most promising 

technologies" for reducing energy use and carbon emissions, they say. 

The most significant barriers are budget constraints (84%) and upfront 

costs (71%).  

Even with these barriers, 23% of mayors say they will continue on their 

course of increasing efficiency, and 67% plan to invest more.  

LED streetlights: 

And while only 36% of cities currently have a comprehensive energy plan, 

a third more say 

they will have one 

within two years. 

90% of 

mayors surveyed 

say they will have 

a plan to keep vital 

services operating 

during sustained 

power outages 

within three years, 

and 75% have 

already developed 

such plans. 

At the June 

meeting of the US Conference of Mayors, they adopted a policy that 

affirms the importance and benefits of advanced lighting systems in cities. 

At this month‘s meeting, they formed a partnership with Philips Lighting to 

help mayors with this effort. Through the Mayors‘ Lighting Partnership, 

Philips will provide free energy audits, technical assistance and its new 

financing option.  

<ReadMore> 
 

Sustainable brands and big data set 

to go mainstream in 2014 

No more hairshirts and niche products, Tom Adams predicts 'conscious' 
brands will go mainstream and the best will use big data to influence 
consumer behaviour 

By Tom Adams, Guardian Professional 

 

Technology can build a detailed picture of personal activity in many 
realms, from fitness to energy use and finance. Photograph: Carol and 

Mike Werner/Alamy 

Toyota, Tesla, Method, American Apparel and Nespresso all, in their own 

way, attempt to let us have our cake and eat it: sexy fast cars that run on 

batteries; a green washing up liquid that actually cleans; sweat shirts not 

made in sweat shops; luxury coffee that supports coffee grower profits 

and sustainable farming practices. 

These brands achieved many of the highest prices in an online stock 

market for brands created by FutureBrand, bringing together more than 

1,000 traders worldwide who bought and sold virtual shares in over 1,000 

global brands for a year. The results seemed to show a significant interest 

in brands that manage a balance between what we want and need, or 

immediate gratification and long-term benefits. 

Common sense might suggest that brands, however enlightened, are only 

designed to increase consumption and therefore production, ultimately 

militating against a future that is truly sustainable. So is this just tinkering? 

I think not. Evidence that more conscious brands are going mainstream is 

significant and they set the stage for a future where brands help us curb 

our demand too. But why and how would they do this? 

The brands selected by our traders remind us of an obvious human truth. 

We like nice things but we often feel guilty about having them for reasons 

of health, environment or ethics. So we're willing to embrace alternatives 

that help to offset the guilt as long as they do an equally good job as the 

alternative, less sustainable option. 

It's unsurprising perhaps that Tesla was the number one selling car in 

Norway in September. Or that Americans are using environmentally-

friendly cleaning liquid Method. They aren't choosing these brands just out 

of a sense that our individual consumption decisions have an impact on 

the world around us, they're also doing it because the product works well 

and looks great. This is significant because an array of new values are 

becoming embedded in consumption considerations, to a degree that 

brands cannot ignore and which will collectively have a positive impact. 

However, brands that do a slightly better job of being sustainable in the 

process of helping us avoid more kinds of compromise might not 

overcome the challenge of over-consumption. Wasting food, packaging 

and other costly resources at the current rate means brands could still be 

complicit in the bigger picture issue of non-sustainable production. This, in 

one possible future, is where data comes in. 

<ReadMore> 
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Sustainability is impossible until 

companies admit environmental 

cost 
While companies' impact on the environment remains ignored the 

question of how society deals with the consequence of this damage 

will remain unanswered 

By Joseph Zammit-Lucia, Guardian Professional 

A report on farmed salmon by Green Warriors of Norway, stated that "farmed fish is 

Norway's most toxic product." Photograph: Tatyana Makeyeva/AFP/Getty Images 

On holiday recently, I visited the Japanese sacred area of Kumano Kodo. 

Miles of treks mark pilgrim routes from the ancient capital of Kyoto to a 

number of shrines located around the Wakayama peninsula. 

We were walking on a high ridge and stopped to look and to listen to the 

forest sounds – bird song, a variety of insect noises and large butterflies. 

But something was strange. The sound was coming at us in mono not in 

stereo. One side of the ridge fell off steeply. The forest was lush, varied 

and full of animal and insect life. It was from this side that the cacophony 

of sound was coming. The other side of the ridge was less steep and had 

been commercially exploited as a wood plantation: a monoculture of pine 

trees. No or very little life other than the pine trees themselves could 

survive here. 

By some standards, the pine plantations can be considered "sustainable". 

They are well managed, re-planting takes place and the soil is maintained 

in good condition. But what of the vast amount of other life that has been 

driven out and destroyed in the process of turning whole mountain ranges 

into managed forests? Who bears the cost of that? The management of 

"externalities" – as such damage is un-emotionally labelled by economists 

– has proven to be one of the most intractable issues in moving 

towards sustainability. 

Neither does the ability for businesses to do damage or dump their waste 

unhindered only hurt the environment. It can lead to the creation of 

products that can be harmful to human health. Take the Norwegian 

salmon farming industry – and most salmon farming elsewhere, much of 

which is controlled by Norwegian companies. A report on farmed salmon 

by Green Warriors of Norway, stated that "farmed fish is Norway's most 

toxic product." Why? 

Some salmon farms dump toxic waste into rivers and oceans. Besides the 

obvious and substantial damage both to the oceans and to ocean life, the 

ability to dump waste unhindered allows the salmon producers to 

use antibiotics and carcinogenic chemicals in the farms in order to 

"optimise" the commercial value of their product. 

<ReadMore> 

Sugar battery offers hope of green-

powered gadgets within three years 

By Samuel Gibbs, for theguardian.com 

 

Researchers from Virginia Tech show off their new sugar battery that could power gadgets 

within three years. Photograph: Virginia Tech College of Agriculture and Life Sciences 

Scientists in the US have developed a sugar-powered ―biobattery‖ that 

they say stores 10 times more energy than the equivalent-size lithium-ion 

batteries found in smartphones. 

According to the team at Virginia Tech university, the results of their work 

could be in use within three years – and recharging could be a matter 

simply of adding some more sugar. 

―Sugar is a perfect energy-storage compound in nature,‖ said Y H Percival 

Zhang, professor of biological systems engineering at Virginia Tech. ―So 

it‘s only logical that we try to harness this natural power in an 

environmentally friendly way to produce a battery.‖ 

Their ―biobattery‖, which releases energy from sugar instead of chemicals 

such as lithium, used in batteries found in today‘s electronic gadgets, 

could replace conventional disposable or rechargeable batteries – and is 

cheaper, refillable, biodegradable and more environmentally friendly. 

The researchers reported their work in the latest issue of Nature 

Communications. 

The new battery technology produces significantly more energy from the 

sugar fuel than ever before. It can also store ―one order of magnitude‖ – 

10 times – more energy than the lithium-ion batteries commonly used in 

portable electronics and electric cars, claim the researchers. That could 

greatly extend the battery life of smartphones, tablets, and electric cars. 

From potatoes to batteries 

The battery operates like other types of fuel cell, breaking down a fuel and 

releasing energy in the process. It is powered by a partially digested 

starch – the foodstuff present in high-energy plant-based foods such as 

potatoes that are broken down into sugar in the gut. 

The starch is broken down into a complex sugar called maltodextrin 

(already available as a food additive), which is then further broken down 

by a chain of 13 enzymes. The process releases significant qualities of 

electrons – which can be used to generate a current, which can in turn 

power electronic devices. The main byproduct is water being its main 

byproduct, making it environmentally friendly. 

―We are releasing all electron charges stored in the sugar solution slowly 

step-by-step by using an enzyme cascade,‖ said Zhang. 

<ReadMore> 
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Climate change models 
underestimate likely temperature 
rise, report shows 
By Oliver Milman, for theguardian.com 

 
Understanding cloud formation is key to predicting climate change. 

Photograph: CBW/Alamy 

The Earth‘s climate is far more sensitive to carbon dioxide emissions 
than previously thought, heightening the likelihood of a 4C 
temperature rise by 2100, new Australian-led research of cloud 
systems has found. 

The study, published in Nature, provides new understanding on the 
role of cloud formation in climate sensitivity – one of the key 
uncertainties in predictions of climate change. 

Report authors Steven Sherwood, Sandrine Bony and Jean-Louis 
Dufresne found climate models which show a low global temperature 
response to CO2 emissions do not factor in all the water vapour 
released into the atmosphere. 

Models typically simulate water vapour as rising to 15km and forming 
clouds, rather than updraughts of water vapour that rise only a few 
kilometres and pull away the cloud-forming vapour. This prediction of 
cloud cover is important because clouds reflect sunlight, lessening the 
impact of global warming. 

The report, conducted between the University of New South Wales 
and the Université Pierre et Marie Curie in Paris, finds ―real world 
observations‖ show the accepted models are wrong. 

In reality, the study found, water vapour is distributed to different 
heights in the atmosphere, causing fewer clouds to form as the 
climate warms. 

In turn, this increases the amount of sunlight entering the 
atmosphere, making the level of warming far more sensitive to heat-
trapping gases such as CO2. 

As a result, the world can expect a temperature increase of ―at least‖ 
4C by 2100 if, as predicted, there is a doubling of CO2 in the 
atmosphere. This could then rise by more than 8C by 2200. 

This is beyond the lower range of predictions and double the 2C limit, 
compared with pre-industrial times, agreed by countries to prevent the 
impact of runaway climate change. By comparison, average 
temperatures have risen 0.8C over the past 100 years. 

―Mixing inferred from observations appears sufficiently strong to imply 
a climate sensitivity greater than 3C for a carbon dioxide doubling,‖ 
the report states. ―This is significantly higher than the currently 
accepted lower bound of 1.5C, thereby constraining model projections 
toward relatively severe future warming.‖ 

<ReadMore> 

CO2 emissions are being ‘outsourced’ by 
rich countries to rising economies 
 By Suzanne Goldenberg, for theguardian.com  

 
Jinhuarun chemical plant in Zekou Town, Qianjiang City of Hubei Province, China. A 

draft UN report says the west is increasingly outsourcing its carbon pollution to China 

and other rising economies. Photograph: How Hwee Young/EPA 

The world‘s richest countries are increasingly outsourcing their carbon 
pollution to China and other rising economies, according to a draft UN 
report. 

Outsourcing of emissions comes in the form of electronic devices such as 
smartphones, cheap clothes and other goods manufactured in China and 
other rising economies but consumed in the US and Europe. 

A draft of the latest report from the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 
Change, obtained by the Guardian, says emissions of carbon dioxide and 
the other greenhouse gases warming the planet grew twice as fast in the 
first decade of the 21st century as they did during the previous three 
decades. 

Much of that rise was due to the burning of coal, the report says. And 
much of that coal was used to power factories in China and other rising 
economies that produce goods for US and European consumers, the draft 
adds. 

Since 2000, annual carbon dioxide emissions for China and the other 
rising economies have more than doubled to nearly 14 gigatonnes a year, 
according to the draft report. But about 2 GT a year of that was produced 
making goods for export. 

The picture is similar for other rising economies producing goods for 
export, the report finds. 

―A growing share of CO2 emissions from fossil fuel combustion in 
developing countries is released in the production of goods and services 
exported, notably from upper-middle-income countries to high-income 
countries,‖ the report says. 

Other middle income countries, with smaller exports, saw a more gradual 
rise in emissions. For the poorest countries in the world, however, 
emissions have flat-lined since 1990. 

Factories in China and other rising economies now produce more carbon 
pollution than industries in America and Europe. 

―A growing share of global emissions is released in the manufacture of 
products that are traded across international borders,‖ the draft says. 

The newly wealthy elites of China, India and Brazil are flying more, buying 
more cars and otherwise fuelling the consumption that is driving climate 
change. 

But their per capita greenhouse gas emissions are still below those in 
America and Europe – a gap that China and India regularly cite at climate 
talks to deflect pressure to cut emissions. 

In addition, a large and growing share of the carbon pollution attributed to 
China and those rising economies was generated in the production of 
goods that ended up in America and Europe. 

<ReadMore> 
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DOE Launches National Incubator 
Initiative for Clean Energy 
SustainableBusiness.com News 

The Department of Energy (DOE) announced a new initiative to 

support clean energy entrepreneurs, The National Incubator Initiative 

for Clean Energy. 

This new organization will coordinate a national network of clean 

energy-focused incubators. It will serve as a central source of 

information, enabling entrepreneurs to access incubators more easily, 

while connecting industry with innovative start-ups. 

DOE is kickstarting the initiative with $3 million. While that may not 

sound like a lot of money, it's a critical infusion for these services 

which provide vital support for entrepreneurs that are trying 

to commercialize new technologies. 

The funds support mentorship, business development, capital access, 

and manufacturing support provided by incubators. 

 DOE will fund up to five 

incubators to identify, 

develop, and implement 

best practices for top-

performing, clean energy-

focused incubators.  

In 2007, DOE launched 

a solar incubator 

program as part of 

its SunShot Initiative. It has since invested some $92 million in 54 

solar start-ups. The funding has inspired almost $1.7 billion in private 

investment – or roughly $20 in private-sector money for every $1 of 

federal support, says the DOE.  

There are 12 clean energy incubators in New England alone, and 

NYC recently launched one more generally focused on clean 

technologies. San Francisco's "CleantechSF" nutures start-ups. 

<Source> 

EU to cut carbon emissions by 
40% by 2030 
By Fiona Harvey & Ian Traynor, for theguardian.com 

Europe will cut its greenhouse gas emissions by 40% by 2030, 
compared with 1990 levels, the toughest climate change target of any 
region in the world, and will produce 27% of its energy from 
renewable sources by the same date. 

The landmark deal was reached after grinding negotiations dragged 
on to the deadline of 11am on Wednesday, as warring factions within 
the European commission and member states fought over whether to 
water down the proposals. 

The EU is now the first to set out emissions reduction targets ahead 
of a crunch meeting of world governments in Paris in 2015 that will 
decide a global framework for avoiding dangerous levels of global 
warming. Every other major developed and developing economy is 
expected to set out its own binding national emissions target within 
the next year, for the United Nations talks to go ahead. 

Ed Davey, the UK‘s energy and climate change secretary, bitterly 
opposed the renewable energy target, but was overruled as big 
member states including Germany, France and Italy backed it. 

Davey said: ―Today‘s proposals are a step in the right direction 
towards an ambitious emissions reduction target for Europe. They 
provide the flexibility to tackle climate change in the most cost-
effective way, so that British consumers aren‘t paying over the odds 
to go green.‖ But he added that ―the UK remains concerned about any 
renewables target.‖ 

Europe‘s emissions trading system will also be reformed as part of 
the 2030 energy and climate package, with a more flexible 
mechanism to allow the surplus of carbon permits to be curbed, and 
member states will have an ―indicative‖ target – that is, not legally 

binding – of improving energy efficiency by 25% by 2030. 

Disputes behind the scenes meant that the unveiling of the blueprint, 
the biggest climate initiative delivered by Brussels since 2008, was 
delayed by 40 minutes. 

The targets are weaker than many green campaigners had called for, 
but stronger than the alternatives that some member states and 
commissioners were championing right to the final stages of the 
negotiations. The Guardian understands that some commissioners 
were calling for an emissions target of only 35%, compared with 1990 
levels, while the UK failed to gather support for its own opposition to a 
binding renewable energy target. Studies show that the EU‘s 
emissions are likely to be 25% below 1990 levels by 2020, making the 
targets easier to meet. 

Jose Manuel Barroso, president of the European commission, told a 
press conference on Wednesday: ―We want this package to be 
owned by all Europeans. We believe that this package is ambitious 
but realistic.‖ He said Europe had shown it was a leader on tackling 
climate change. 

The measures will be debated by member state governments and the 
European parliament, before they can be fully accepted. The 
European council, made up of the heads of state or government of 
the EU member states, will discuss the proposals in March. 

Connie Hedegaard, the EU‘s climate chief, hailed the compromise. 
She said: ―If all other big economies in the world do a relatively 
ambitious effort equal to what we are now proposing, the world will be 
in a better state when it comes to combating climate change.‖ 

However, reaction to the deal was mixed. The European Wind Energy 
Association said that the renewables target included in the deal, 
which had been in doubt until the final moments, was too weak and 
would cost potential jobs as a result. Thomas Becker, chief executive 
of the industry body, cited a study from the European commission that 
found a 30% target on renewables could have created more than 
560,000 jobs and boosted economic growth by saving on expensive 
fuel imports. 

<ReadMore> 
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European energy commissioner Guenther Oettinger (l), EC president Jose 

Manuel Barroso (c) and climate chief Connie Hedegaard at the EU2030 

Framework for Climate and Energy conference in Brussels. Photograph: 

Yves Herman/Reuters 
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New York Sets California-Like Path 
for Solar Energy 
SustainableBusiness.com News 

It looks like New York could be following in California‘s gigantic 

footsteps on solar after hearing Governor Cuomo‘s State of the State 

address this month.  

In addition to laying out a strong, prescient plan to help NY State 

dramatically increase its resilence to the changing climate, Cuomo's 

promises on clean energy echo those that California Governor 

Schwarzenegger put forward in 2004.  

That's when Schwarzenegger made a long-term commitment to solar, 

targeting 3 gigwatts in in 10 years - Exactly where California is today.  

NY Sun Initiative 

Cuomo affirmed his long term commitment to the successful NY-Sun 

Initiative (which installed 300 MW in two years) by expanding its goal 

to the same as California's - 3 GW in 10 years. He too set aside $1 

billion to do that, in NY's case by by 2023. That's enough to power 

465,000 homes in the state. 

At the time, Schwarzenegger's plan was considered revolutionary 

because for the first time, a state was making a long term, 10-year 

commitment, not just a single year budget. The California Solar 

Initiative (CSI) has provided the industry the certainty and stability to 

create a stable solar market. The NY Sun program does the same 

thing.  

And just as CSI's goal is to establish a self-sufficient PV industry in 10 

years, New York is aiming at ―the sustainable development of a 

robust PV industry.‖ Following California‘s model, NY will pull back on 

incentives as demand grows, rather than cutting them each year. The 

plan targets key regions of the state to host projects of all sizes. It has 

megawatt block goals to make sure it reaches 3 GW by 2023. 

NY Sun also has a goal of continuing to bring solar prices down and 

is succeeding at that. It has created a uniform permitting process for 

municipalities that cuts about $1000 for a residential system, for 

example. NYC's Solar Map is being expanded state-wide, turning it 

into a one-stop-shop for solar: residents will be able to calculate 

their home's solar potential, payback period and find all local, state 

and federal incentives.  

Also like California, New York will consolidate disparate programs 

among NYSERDA, the utility PSEG Long Island, NY State 

Department of Public Service and New York Power Authority (NYPA). 

And like California, NY has strong policies in place that support 

further deployment: net-metering up to 2 megawatts in size; third-

party solar power purchase agreements; Property Assessed Clean 

Energy (PACE); and state tax credits up to $5,000 for residential solar 

systems.  

Finally, as in California, NY has high electricity prices, which also 

favors solar build-out. NY ranks #2 for the highest commercial electric 

prices in the country, and #3 for residential electric prices, according 

to the U.S Energy Information Administration. 

Long Island's biggest solar system in Brookhaven, thanks to its Feed-

in tariff: 

 

NY Goes Even Further 

Cuomo is going even further, establishing the nation‘s first Green 

Bank, which will support solar PV and other renewable energy 

financing.   

Another unique 

idea is "K-Solar", 

which 

would turn NY's 5,00

0 schools into solar 

demonstration hubs 

to encourage entire 

communities to adopt 

solar. Community 

Solar NY will offer incentives, financing and technical assistance to 

schools for this purpose, with the goal of bringing down costs by 

expanding the customer base.  

To make sure communities can keep the power on during future 

storms, Cuomo is launching a $40 million NY Prize competition to 

jump start at least 10 microgrids across the state.  During  

emergencies, they would disconnect from the grid, maintaining stable 

power for crucial operations like hospitals,  police, fire and gas 

stations. Solar will be an integral part of that. In another crucial 

change, NY's Public Service Commission announced it has begun 

to transform how utilities are regulated by emphasizing core policy 

outcomes. "We can no longer afford to think of energy efficiency and 

clean energy resources a peripheral elements of the electric system. 

Rather, the time has come to manage the capabilities of new 

customer-based technologies as a core, clean source of value to 

customers and the electric grid," says Audrey Zibelman, Commission 

Chair. It is restructuring energy efficiency programs from "top to 

bottom" encouraging demand management technologies, storage and 

distributed energy. 

Renewable Heat 

The heating side of the equation - Renewable Heat NY - will be more 

controversial. It's goal is to make ―a long-term commitment that 

helps the high-efficiency and low-emission biomass heating 

industry reach scale.‖ The idea is to use local sources of wood (from 

the state's abundant forests) to deliver biomass heating that's 

cheaper than oil.  

The state will work with landowners on sustainable harvesting 

projects, initially delivering biomass heat to large anchor customers.   

A competitive grant program will incentivize clusters of communities 

to build shared biomass heating systems. But whether people will 

support forest culling to produce heat has yet to be seen. 

―78 cents of every dollar spent on heating oil leaves the state; with 

biomass heating, fuel dollars remain in the state, recirculating in local 

and regional economies," says Charlie Niebling, president of the New 

York Biomass Energy Association. 

Where is wind energy in all this? That will expand too, but since siting 

wind farms is much more challenging, the focus is on the solar, 

says State Senator Maziarz, who serves as energy chair.   

NY State's goal is to get 30% of its energy from renewable energy by 

2015.  Over the past year, NY moved from #12 to #10 for installed 

solar among the states. There are 400 solar businesses in the state 

employing at least 3300 people.  

<ReadMore> 
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Geoengineering could bring 
severe drought to the tropics, 
research shows 
By Damian Carrington, for theguardian.com  

 
A view from the space shuttle Atlantis of three layers of volcanic dust in the 

Earth’s atmosphere, following the 1991 eruption of Mount Pinatubo in the 

Philippines. Photograph: ISS/NASA/Corbis 

Reversing climate change via huge artificial volcanic eruptions could 

bring severe droughts to large regions of the tropics, according to new 

scientific research. 

The controversial idea of geoengineering – deliberately changing the 

Earth‘s climate – is being seriously discussed as a last-ditch way of 

avoiding dangerous global warming if efforts to slash greenhouse gas 

emissions fail. 

But the new work shows that a leading contender – pumping sulphate 

particles into the stratosphere to block sunlight – could have side-

effects just as serious as the effects of global warming itself. 

http://marketspace.thinktosustain.com/2014/01/geoengineering-could-bring-severe-drought-to-the-tropics-research-shows/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+thinktosustainrss+%28ThinktoSustain.com-Marketspace%29#.UvsHp2KSwf0
http://www.sustainablebusiness.com/index.cfm/go/news.display/id/25421
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How the Hungarian town flooded 
by red toxic sludge went green 
By Sean Williams, for theguardian.com  

 
Red toxic mud from the sludge reservoir of the Ajka aluminium 

works flooded Devecser and other towns and villages in Hungary, 
killing 10 people and inuring many more on 5 October 2010. 

Photograph: Tomas Benedikovic/isifa/Getty Images 

Toldi Tamás was nursing a hangover when a wave of toxic sludge hit 

his family home. The night before he had won an election to become 

Devecser‘s third mayor since the fall of communism in Hungary. 

Champagne had flowed. But just hours later, on 4 October 2010, his 

phone was buzzing with messages from frightened locals. They kept 

mentioning a dam. ―There is no dam,‖ he told one caller. 

There was a dam – six metre-high, a couple of miles away, that held 

back a reservoir of deadly ―red mud‖, a caustic byproduct of 

aluminium extraction. But it had burst, and a million cubic metres of 

the slime was rushing toward Devecser, with waves of up to two 

metres. Within minutes the town was overcome: cars washed down 

streets and residents lay stricken on the roofs of their ruined homes. 

The ―red mud disaster‖ claimed 10 lives, 150 were seriously injured. 

 

An aerial view of the broken dyke of a reservoir containing red sludge 
from aluminium factory is seen near Ajka on 8 October 2010. 

Photograph: Balazs Mohai/AP 

Three years later, Tamás is standing atop Devecser‘s parish hall 

looking out on a new park marking the ruined area. Next to it is a 30-

hectare poplar copse whose trees are used to heat 87 homes built 

just eight months after the disaster. 

<ReadMore> 

Hope for Antarctic Emperor 

Penguins Amidst Changing Climate 

SustainableBusiness.com News 

Among the great tragedies associated with climate change is that it is 

causing one of the greatest species extinctions of all time - a majority 

of plants and animals won't be able to adapt fast enough to the 

changing climate. 

But there's some hope for Antarctic Emperor Penguins as a new 

study shows they may be adapting to environmental changes.  

Satellite observations reveal that penguin colonies are actually 

moving away from traditional breeding grounds when there's not 

enough ice. 

―These charismatic birds tend to breed on sea ice because it gives 

them relatively easy access to waters where they hunt for 

food.  Satellite observations captured of one colony in 2008, 2009 and 

2010 show that 

the concentration 

of annual sea ice 

was dense 

enough to sustain 

a colony. But this 

was not the case 

in 2011 and 2012 

when sea ice 

didn't form until a 

month after the 

breeding season 

began. During 

those years the birds moved up onto the neighbouring floating ice 

shelf to raise their young," says Peter Fretwell, lead author of the 

research and from the British Antarctic Survey. 

 ―What‘s particularly surprising is that climbing up the sides of a 

floating ice shelf – which at this site can be up to 30 metres high – is a 

very difficult manoeuvre for emperor penguins. Whilst they are very 

agile swimmers they have often been thought of as clumsy out of the 

water,‖ he adds. 

Reporting this week in the online journal, PLOS ONE, a team of 

scientists from British Antarctic Survey, the Australian Antarctic 

Division and the Scripps Institution of Oceanography at UC San 

Diego in California, describe this extraordinary change in behaviour.    

Because emperor penguins rely on sea ice as a breeding platform 

coupled with concerns about changing patterns of sea ice, the 

species is designated as ‗near threatened‘ on the International Union 

for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) red list. 

Scientific models suggest that levels of sea ice around Antarctica will 

decline over coming decades. Some forecasts predict Emperor 

Penguin numbers will halve before 2052 and more northerly colonies 

could be lost. 

<ReadMore> 
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Pakistan’s government deflates 
dream of gas-powered cars 
By Jon Boone in Islamabad, for The Guardian  

When Pakistan first started promoting compressed natural gas to the 
nation‘s motorists in the 1990s, the alternative to petrol seemed like a 
wonder fuel. 

Getting motorists to convert their cars to run on cleaner, cheaper gas 
would cure urban pollution and lower demand for the imported oil that 
was gobbling the country‘s foreign currency reserves. 

Car owners loved it and today 80% of all cars in Pakistan run off 
compressed natural gas (CNG), according to the Natural and Bio Gas 
Vehicle Association (NGVA), a European lobby group. Only Iran has 
more gas cars running on the road. 

But as the country struggles with a chronic gas shortage, Pakistan‘s 
20-year CNG experiment seems to have been thrown into reverse 
gear. 

The government has introduced strict rationing. And there have even 
been discussions about shutting down thousands of gas stations for 
the whole of the winter. ―CNG is finished in Pakistan,‖ said Owais 
Qureshi, the owner of a handful of once lucrative gas stations in 
Rawalpindi. ―I‘m not going to invest any more money in it.‖ 

It has been years since he has been legally allowed to sell and install 
CNG conversion ―kits‖: essentially large gas cylinders that are placed 
in the boot of a car to feed the engine. The system allows for cars to 
still be able to use petrol instead, if required. 

Although CNG is popular with an estimated 2.8m motorists in 
Pakistan, according to the NGVA, the increasingly scarce resource is 
also in demand from other sectors – including the country‘s factories 
and for domestic use. 

―The government has been left with little choice but to put a lid on it 
because there simply isn‘t much gas left,‖ said Farrukh Saleem, an 
economist. ―It has been a massive policy failure because the 
government actively promoted CNG knowing full well that natural gas 
reserves would not last beyond 25 years.‖ 

Successive governments heavily subsided CNG, ran schemes to 
encourage car conversions and dished out licences to political allies 
to build gas stations. 

But abandoned stations are now a common sight around the country. 
So too are queues of hundreds of motorists waiting to fill their cars on 
Wednesdays – the last remaining day of the week in many places on 
which CNG is legally allowed to be sold. 

This weekly ordeal for CNG users is compounded by a chronic lack of 
electricity, the other aspect of Pakistan‘s energy crisis. And because 
electricity is needed to run the gas compressors used by CNG 
stations car re-filling grinds to a halt during the many power cuts. 

But cash-strapped motorists are usually prepared to queue for many 
hours for the gas to be turned back on, with many saying they cannot 
afford the higher price of petrol. 

<ReadMore> 

Improving design rules for reuse, 
remaking and recycling 
Creating products optimized for disassembly allows Philips to capture 
and improve the residual value at the end of life 

Philips, theguardian.com, 

Philips has more than 15 years of experience in eco design, which is 
our procedure to reduce the environmental footprint of products 
throughout their life cycle. We continuously improve our design rules. 

With the 
increasing volume 
of electronic 

products 
manufactured, it 
is important that 
we manage the 
waste generated 
at the end of life 
of those products. 
This is why we 
extended our eco 
design program 

with Design for 
reuse, remake 
and recycling 
(Design for 'R') to 
help us close the 

materials loop at the end-of-life of a product. 

Recently, we applied this approach to a MR16 LED light bulb and 
developed a new lamp prototype optimized for recyclability. This 
activity was funded by ENIAC JU and carried out as part of 
the GreenElec project, a project that actively develops the strategies 
and processes needed for the efficient recycling of electronics 
equipment. Here, we learned the benefits of easy disassembly: 
reusing components of the products, secure purity of materials in the 
recycling process, as well as reducing recycling costs. 

In this project, the electronic board of the light bulb can be easily 
upgraded and parts of the lamp can be reused. If the light bulb finally 
ends up in a shredder, the recyclability and purity of materials are 
improved because materials are separated. This video illustrates the 
process of disassembling and re-assembling the prototype. 

With this experiment we have shown that we are able to design and 
make products in this way. Creating products that are optimized for 
disassembly allows us to capture and improve the residual value at 
the end of life of a product. The challenge to implement this concept 
in regular business lies in organising the return flow of the used 
products. The value can be best captured by having a separate 
collection stream and recycling infrastructure for them. Today, 
products are being collected through collective schemes and end up 
at recyclers who shred the products in order to primarily recover 
precious materials. 

<ReadMore> 

 

Motorists in Pakistan are being forced to wait for hours to refuel their cars with 

compressed natural gas. Photograph: Farooq Naeem/AFP/Getty Images 

Philips is teaming up with partners in the circular economy 

for further exploration on Design for 'R' as well as the 

infrastructure to support the concept. Photograph: Philips 

Photograph: Simon Belcher/Alamy 
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Retd engineer combines 
solar, biomass, biogas to 
generate power 

An electrical engineer from Punjab Mandi Board has developed a 

concept of a micro hybrid power producing unit, which is an 

amalgamation of biomass, biogas and solar power.   Bulwant Singh 

Brar, who has conceived the micro hybrid power plant of 250 kilowatt 

generating capacity, said tonnes of garbage, agricultural waste, cow 

dung and solar energy could be utilised as fuel to generate clean 

power and provide additional source of income to the small and 

marginal farmers. "Fuel is in abundance in north India," said Brar.   

Addressing reporters on Wednesday, Brar, giving example of Punjab, 

explained that currently all major power generation projects in Punjab 

were thermal-based run on coal supplied from far-off coal fields and 

mines.   There were a series of power plants coming up in the state 

which faced fuel shortage and were not cost-efficient. Disposal of fly 

ash from these plants was also a challenge, said Brar.   He said that 

an area of 2 to 2.5 acres, an investment of Rs. 3.5 crore and a 

manpower of 20-25 people was required to operate the plant and the 

per unit cost of electricity would be Rs. 4.29.   The construction time 

for the micro hybrid plant is six months as compared to a few years 

on constructing the conventional thermal plants. "For 27 tonnes of 

cow dung (biogas), 2,700 to 3,000 cattle heads are needed, which are 

available in one village. This would enable each village to own and 

run its own power plant. The additional units could even be sold off," 

said Brar. 

<Source> 

Solar panels to power 
Churchgate station 

 In one of the Western Railways most ambitious plans to save energy, 

they have decided to install solar panels at Churchgate Station to 

produce electricity that will be six times the amount the station 

consumes every year. The excess electricity produced will be given 

back to the grid said WR officials. 

As per the details chalked out by the electrical department of WR, the 

2,600 sqm area comprising the roof of Churchgate building will be 

covered with solar panels. These panels will produce 100 kilowatt of 

electricity (in terms of units this would be 150 lakh units). 

Currently the Churchgate station complex uses around 6 lakh units 

per year whereas the multi-storeyed glass facade office and the 

general manager‘s complex - the old heritage one - use 19 lakhs 

units, making a total of 25 lakh units. 

The plan, currently in the proposal stage, is moving fast especially 

with the union government‘s push towards energy conservation. 

Officials said that the work should be completed by the end of 2014. 

―In plain terms we will be producing six times the electricity that we 

use at Churchgate for all things apart from running trains (also called 

non-traction energy in railway lingo). It will help us improve the 

lighting of the station which in turn will increase the comfort for the 

commuters,‖ said Sharat Chandrayan, chief public relations officer, 

WR. 

Officials said that depending on the success of the Churchgate 

project, there are plans to replicate it in other big stations like Mumbai 

Central and Andheri, among others. ―The advantage railways has is 

that some of our station buildings have very long and wide roofs 

which is ideal to create such solar electricity units,‖ said an official. 

WR just this week won seven National Energy Conservation awards 

of excellence instituted by the Government of India‘s ministry of 

power. The seven wins are a national record for any organisation, 

said officials. WR saved 4.44 million units of electricity and Rs 2.88 

crore in non traction energy during the year 2012-13. 

<Source> 

Tata firm unveils solar power 
system for homes 

Leading energy solutions provider Tata Power Solar Thursday 

unveiled a new solar power system to generate one kilo volt-ampere 

(kva) for providing uninterrupted power supply for eight hours at 

affordable cost. ―Our latest product - Tata Dynamo -- gives users easy 

option to switch over to solar energy for at least eight hours of 

uninterrupted power supply at lower cost,‖ Tata group company chief 

executive Ajay Goel said in a statement here. 

The intelligent system comprising solar panels, inverter and battery 

charges itself while powering connected appliances through solar 

power, which is its primary source of energy. ―In the absence of 

sunlight, Dynamo automatically shifts to regular electricity. The 

system provides four-to-eight hours of back-up to appliances such as 

lights, fans, television and air cooler,‖ Goel said. As state-run and 

private utilities are not able to meet the growing energy needs of even 

households and smaller businesses, forcing many of them to use 

diesel generators during power cuts, Dynamo is an eco-friendly 

substitute for load-shedding, he said. 

―Studies show that households spend on average Rs.1,500 per month 

on grid power and additional cost on operating a diesel generator. By 

investing in Dynamo, its cost can be recovered in 18 months while 

availing uninterrupted power without extra cost,‖ Goel claimed. The 

product, with 10-year lifespan, also benefits from the 30 percent 

subsidy the ministry of new and renewable energy provides on solar-

based devices to promote green energy. ―Dynamo helps both urban 

and rural middle class to manage power cuts better while reducing 

energy bills substantially. The system is also easy to install and is 

power packed with features,‖ Goel added. 

<Source> 
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Solar Power Helping Reduce 
Pesticide Use In India 
Continuous power supply is essential for any type of agricultural 

activity. Particularly in villages where the concept of invertors or 

generators is yet to attain a major breakthrough, electricity disruption 

means temporary suspension of any activity till power supply 

resumes. 

Though the Government has been harping on need to harness solar 

power and grants subsidies for installing solar units for farm related 

activities, the concept is yet to gain momentum. 

Major issue 

But for some individuals like Mr. David Raja Beula, Assistant Director 

of Horticulture, Kadayam in Tirunelveli district, Tamil Nadu, electricity 

disruption does not seem to be a major issue since he has developed 

several solar powered farming equipment. 

Among his recent innovations is the multipurpose solar pest manager 

and garden light. The device according to him was developed to help 

brinjal and jasmine cultivators in the region control fruit borer and 

white fly pest in their crops. 

The height of the solar light is about eight feet. It has a solar panel, a 

battery, two five watt bulbs and an insect collection stainless steel tray 

on which a sticky paste of castor oil and shampoo mix is smeared. 

―Brinjal and jasmine farmers in Kadayam region in the district were 

struggling to control the fruit borer and white fly pests for a long time. 

They sprayed pesticides once in seven days to control the problem. 

During this time I had developed the multipurpose solar pest manager 

and introduced it to the participants at a meeting. About 35 farmers 

who attended the meeting were given one device to experiment the 

efficiency of the device,‖ says Mr. Beula. 

The collection of killed fruit borer moths started at the rate of three 

moths and gradually increased to 500 moths a day and white flies 

from 100 numbers to 700 a day. 

Reduced spray 

―We also found that the frequency of pesticide spray was reduced 

from once in seven days to once in 15 days and finally once in 30 

days, thereby bringing down the expense from Rs.10, 000 to 

Rs.5,000 for an acre of brinjal and from Rs. 24,000 to Rs. 12,000 for 

jasmine,‖ he explains. 

Priced at Rs.15,000 a piece, it can be used to control pests in other 

crops also, according him. Since the device has also a light facility 

attached, it can be used to light the fields and garden in which it is 

used. 

Farmers repeatedly spray several chemicals, or in case of organic 

methods use the required bio applications on the jasmine and brinjal 

crops. But complete eradication seems impossible as the larvae hide 

in the shoots and fruits and escape the sprays. 

―Naturally farmers tend to over-spray thinking that more spraying 

effectively controls the pest. 

Big expense 

Repeated spraying causes a big expense for a small farmer. In 

addition to the financial cost incurred for buying the inputs, excessive 

application of chemicals creates a negative impact on the 

environment, in the harvested flowers and vegetables and poses a 

serious risk to consumers as well,‖ he says. 

Mr. Sivaperumal a small farmer from Therkumadathur village showed 

thousands of white flies in jasmine crops attracted and killed in the 

device. 

Another farmer from Tharuvai village Mr. Anthony Raj was deeply 

impressed by the effectiveness of the device in controlling the fruit 

borer in his brinjal crop and says, ―I have got the confidence to 

expand the cultivation area from half an acre to two acres in the 

coming season,‖ he says. 

Dhan foundation an NGO in Madurai that works for farmers‘ welfare 

has recorded that the solar multipurpose device helps reduce the boll 

worm‘s infestation in cotton crops by controlling the moths and there 

was reasonable reduction in pesticide usage among the 35 farmers 

using it. 

<Source> 

Another Indo-French satellite 
being planned for climate study  
Come March 18 and a group of scientists representing the Indian 

Space Research Organisation (ISRO) and its French counterpart 

National Space Agency of France (CNES) will meet to finalise the 

specifications for a joint satellite programme between India and 

France. 

"The satellite is for oceanographic, climate change and other studies. 

The scientists from the two space agencies will analyse the data 

jointly," an official representing the French space agency in India said. 

The two space agencies aim to exchange views ahead of the 50th 

anniversary of the Indo-French space co-operation which is being 

celebrated this year. The complete spectrum of instruments and 

experiments that will go onto the satellite will be decided by the two 

agencies jointly. This satellite, according to the official, will be a 

continuation of the Megha-Tropiques satellite programme which is an 

Indo-French joint satellite mission for the study of the tropical 

atmosphere and climate related to aspects such as monsoons, 

cyclones, among others was successfully launched in October 2011 

by India's Polar Satellite launch vehicle. 

The data products are made available to the principle investigators of 

international announcement of opportunity for validation activities, 

according to ISRO. As the first of Global Precipitation Measurement 

(GPM) constellation of eight satellites, Megha-Tropiques data would 

contribute to the global scientific community to study and understand 

the dynamics of climate system, ISRO added. Another joint mission 

with France, the SARAL or Satellite for Altika and Argos is for 

studying ocean from space using altimetry was launched on February 

25, 2013. 

The CNES provided a radar altimeter instrument called Altika and an 

onboard relay instrument for the international Argos data collection 

system. ISRO, meanwhile, provided the satellite platform, launch and 

operations for the joint mission. 

The future satellite programme will be a continuation of the Megha-

Tropiques programme. The Megha-Tropiques is still functional and 

continues to relay data, said the French official. The planned satellite 

will have a greater geographical coverage, the official added. 

<Source> 
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Forthcoming Events 

The 2nd Biennial Conference 

on 

Sustainable Business, Energy and 
Development in Asia 

17-19 March, 2014 

HIROSHIMA, JAPAN 

 

The 2014 Biennial Conference on Sustainable Development and 

Business in Asia, to be held in Hiroshima, Japan is a biennial 

international conference that offers a platform for scholarly and 

applied conversations among a wide variety of stakeholders 

concerned with the continual challenge of advancing the sustainable 

development and business agenda: people, planet, and growth. 

Because this is an emerging paradigm, there is much research and 

exploration that is needed. Academics, researchers, students and 

representatives from industry, government and non-governmental 

organizations need to both share their findings and learn from each 

other, in order to facilitate the transformation in how economic 

activity is conducted, allowing human societies to be sustained and 

to thrive.  

The major themes of the conference are: The Sustainable Business, 

Production and Consumption, Science & Technology of 

Sustainability, Global Governance of Sustainable Development, 

Climate Change & Sustainability and Sustainable Energy Policies.  

<ReadMore> 

 

SUSTAINABILITY LIVE 2014 

1
ST

 to 3
rd

 April, 2014 

BIRMINGHAM, UK  

 

‗SUSTAINABILITY LIVE 2014‘ is taking place in Birmingham, UK 

from 1
st
 to 3

rd
 April, 2014. This event comprises of an exhibition and 

seminars. This unique event will showcase the latest products and 

services from over 250 leading companies making it the perfect 

place to develop new business relationships, find solutions that suit 

your organizations requirements and meet your peers. The 

companies from UK as well as from other countries from different 

parts of the world are expected to participating in it. There is a new 

and improved seminar programme featuring panels of leading 

experts who will put the spotlight on the practical issues featuring the 

latest advice and case study examples. The seminars are free to 

attend on first come first serve basis. There are number of speakers 

from industries, policy makers, Government and sustainability 

practitioners. 

<ReadMore> 

 

8th Annual Babson Energy & Environmental 

Conference (BEEC-2014) 

27th March, 2014 

Wellesley, MA USA 

 

One day conference is being organized by Babson Energy & 

Environmental Club, on March 27th 2014 in Wellesley, U.S.A. The 

themes of the conference include Green Chemistry, Sustainable 

mobility, Sustainable energy etc. Eminent speakers from different 

areas shall give their deliberations on important topics related to 

sustainability.  

The speakers include Dr. John Warner, Dr. Jigar Shah, Jay Dietrich, 

Doug Foy, President and CEO of Serrafix, Lynnette McIntire, CEO, 

Silver Birch Communications and Dr. Kerry Healey.   

<ReadMore> 

 

 

 
2014 International Conference on Natural Science and 

Environment (ICNSE 2014) will be held in Dubai, UAE during April 4-

5, 2014. This conference shall provide opportunities for the 

delegates to exchange new ideas and application experiences face 

to face, to establish business or research relations and to find global 

partners for future collaboration. The objective of the 2014 

International Conference on Natural Science and Environment 

(ICNSE 2014) is to provide a platform for researchers, engineers, 

academicians as well as industrial professionals from all over the 

world to present their research results and development activities 

in Natural Science and Environment. 

Topics of interest include, Environmental Dynamics, Global 

Environmental Change and Climate & Climatic Changes, Ozone 

Layer Depletion, Carbon Capture & Storage, Environmental 

Restoration, Global Warming and Biofuels. 

<ReadMore>    

http://www.presdafoundation.org/sustainable-business-conference/
http://www.sustainabilitylive.com/
http://babsonenergy.com/2014conference/
http://www.icnse.net/index.htm
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